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Abstract: A system for the transmission of binaural wideband speech signals over

a standard telephone network is proposed. It is backwards compatible with the

(single channel and narrowband) 3GPP Adaptive Multirate (AMR) codec. The

required information about the source location and for audio bandwidth extension is

transmitted over a steganographic communication channel that is embedded within

the bitstream of the AMR codec. A legacy receiver can still decode the single

channel narrowband signal without noticeable quality loss.

1 Introduction

The reproduction of binaural wideband speech signals in speech communication systems allows

a much more natural user experience than traditional telephony. Therefore, high-quality con-

versational speech codecs are needed that not only provide a higher acoustical bandwidth than

the traditional system, but also reproduce binaural (2-channel) signals. This demand has, for

example, been addressed within 3GPP by standardizing the AMR-WB+ codec [12, 1]. How-

ever, the introduction of a new codec into an established communication systems often breaks

backwards compatibility. An interoperable solution is obtained by adding enhancement layers

to a standardized codec. Moreover, it is also possible to hide these enhancement bits in the

bitstream by using data hiding techniques, leading to a full backwards compatibility.
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Figure 1 - System for binaural wideband telephony using a steganographic AMR codec.
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In this paper, a data hiding technique for the 3GPP AMR codec [6, 4] (as deployed in today’s

GSM and UMTS cellular networks) is used to transmit enhancement layers that allow to widen

the transmitted bandwidth and that facilitate a spatial rendering at the decoder side. Hence,

not only a higher audio quality is achieved, but also the ability to localize the sound source is

provided in a backwards compatible manner. A legacy terminal (with its standard decoder) will

ignore the hidden information and reproduce the standard (narrowband) speech output without

noticeable degradations (compared to a narrowband reference).

1.1 System Overview

A block diagram of the proposed transmission system is depicted in Figure 1. It is based on

the ACELP (algebraic CELP) data hiding mechanism from [9] which allows to hide stegano-

graphic data with 2 kbit/s in the bitstream of the 12.2 kbit/s mode of the AMR codec. At the

encoder side, source location information iS is generated by a multi-microphone beamformer.

The wideband input speech is split into two frequency bands. The lower band signal xLB is

encoded by the AMR codec and parameters iBWE for bandwidth extension are extracted from

the higher band signal xHB. Both parameters are multiplexed and transmitted over the stegano-

graphic channel, i.e., the bit rate of the AMR codec is not increased. The decoder performs

bandwidth extension and spatial rendering based on the received information.

1.2 Organization of the Paper

In the following, first, the ACELP data hiding mechanism is detailed (Section 2). Then, the

employed bandwidth extension (Section 3) as well as spatial acquisition and rendering tech-

niques (Section 4) are specified. The paper concludes with an example application scenario

(Section 5).

2 AMR Speech Coding with Hidden Data

This section reviews the ACELP (algebraic CELP) data hiding mechanism from [9] which al-

lows to hide steganographic data with 2 kbit/s = 40 bit/frame in the bitstream of the 12.2 kbit/s

mode of the AMR codec [6, 4].

In order to maintain the speech quality of the coder, the steganographic bits are embedded

in less important parts of the AMR bitstream, i.e., in the fixed codebook (FCB) contribution

of the codec. The impact of the hidden bits on the speech quality is minimized by a joint

implementation of the speech encoding and data hiding operations, cf. [8, 14]. The key to this

“ACELP steganography” is a modified search strategy for the ACELP codebook.

First, we first need to define the “message” that shall be embedded into a 5 ms subframe. The

index i in Figure 1, which is determined for every 20 ms frame of the input signal, is split

such that a particular steganographic message m corresponds to 10 individual bits of i. Each

message m (to be hidden in the respective 5 ms subframe) is therefore given as a 10bit binary

sequence which is, again, split into five sub-messages with two bits each. The sub-messages are

denoted by, e.g. (m)0,1 for the first two bits of m.

To enable the transmission of N = 10 steganographic bits, the ACELP codebook (or fixed code-

book, FCB) is partitioned into M = 210 sub-codebooks that uniquely identify the selected mes-

sage m. Based on the standard ACELP search method from [6], the proposed steganographic

algorithm has been derived in two steps: Codebook Partitioning and Search Space Expansion.
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2.1 Codebook Partitioning

The M disjoint sub-codebooks are established by appropriately restricting the set of admissible

codevectors. In particular, a specific parity condition is imposed on certain parts of the AMR

bitstream:

(m)2k,2k+1 =

[

G

(⌊

ik

5

⌋)

⊕G
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ik+5

5

⌋)]

mod 4, (1)

for the ACELP pulse positions ik with k ∈ {0, . . . ,4}. X ⊕Y is the bitwise exclusive disjunction

(XOR) of two binary strings and G represents the standardized Gray encoding of the ACELP

pulse position codewords. At the decoder, the hidden information can be retrieved directly from

the AMR bitstream using Equation (1).

2.2 Search Space Expansion

Based on the chosen codebook partitioning, an FCB search strategy can be devised that pro-

vides a good trade-off between speech quality and computational complexity. Thereby, the

“admissible values” for the pulse positions ik+5 can be computed by solving Equation (1) for

ik+5. The limitation in admissible pulse positions is compensated by an extended search space.

Concretely, quadruples of pulse positions are optimized instead of position pairs as in the stan-

dard codebook search algorithm. More details on this steganographic FCB search can be found

in [9].

3 Bandwidth Extension

The TDBWE algorithm, which is used here to perform bandwidth extension of the narrowband

AMR signal (0.05 – 4 kHz) towards the wideband frequency range (0.05 – 7 kHz), is standard-

ized as a part of ITU-T Rec. G.729.1 [10, 13]. However, it is also easily applied to the 3GPP

AMR codec, see for instance [11].

At the encoder side, a fairly coarse parametric description of the high frequency components

(4 – 7 kHz) of the 20 ms input signal frames is computed. The respective parameter set com-

prises temporal and spectral energy envelopes, concretely:

• A time envelope consisting of 16 subframe gains T (i). The subframe length is 1.25 ms.

This resolution is chosen to concisely represent sounds like plosives in speech signals.

• A frequency envelope consisting of 12 subband energies F(i). The frequency envelope is

computed for every 20 ms frame. It is interpolated at the decoder to reduce the number

of parameters to be quantized and to get a smooth envelope every 10 ms. The physical

frequency bandwidth is 375 Hz.

The 28 TDBWE parameters are quantized with a bit rate of 1.65 kbit/s. The employed method is

mean-removed split VQ. The mean time envelope MT is also transmitted. The time envelope is

quantized in 2 equal blocks with 8 parameters each, while the frequency envelope is quantized

in 3 equal blocks with 4 parameters each. The vector codebooks are trained using a modified

K-means algorithm forcing centroids on a rectangular grid. The concrete bit allocation for the

TDBWE bitstream is detailed in the upper part of Table 1. The TDBWE bits are converted into

the index iBWE as shown in Figure 1.

At the decoder side, first, a so called “excitation signal” is synthetically generated based on in-

formation from the narrowband layers of the respective baseband codec (ITU-T G.729 or 3GPP
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Figure 2 - Decoder of the TDBWE bandwidth extension algorithm from ITU-T Rec. G.729.1.

AMR). The excitation signal is a weighted mixture of noise and periodic components. The

latter are produced by an overlap-add of spectrally shaped and suitably spaced glottal pulses.

Then, its time and frequency envelopes are consecutively shaped by gain manipulations and

filtering operations to match the transmitted parametric description. Contrary to classical LPC-

based BWE methods, the TDBWE model reconstructs the higher band by shaping an artificial

excitation signal according to a desired time envelope (energy per time segments) and a de-

sired frequency envelope (energy per subbands). Time envelope shaping is implemented as

a sample-based multiplication by a gain factor, while frequency shaping is performed using

a bank of linear-phase finite impulse response (FIR) filters with 2 ms delay. Finally, a post-

processing procedure attenuates residual artifacts. The TDBWE decoder is shown in Figure 2.

A comprehensive and complete description of TDBWE is provided in [7] and in the text of the

ITU-T G.729.1 recommendation [10].

4 Spatial Acquisition and Rendering

The transmission of spatial information that is used here relies on a separation of the source

signal xW B itself from information about the direction. The source direction is represented here

by the azimuth angle ϕ and the elevation angle θ which is mapped to the closest available

source position present in the chosen set of binaural impulse responses h j,L|R.

In the encoder, both angles are jointly quantized by a spatial quantizer resulting in the quantiza-

tion index iS and embedded into the AMR bitstream as described in Section 2. At the decoder,

this index is retrieved from the hidden bitstream by the hidden data extraction and a separa-

tion from the received quantization index îBWE of the bandwidth extension part as described in

Section 3. The received spatial index îS is then utilized to address the predefined set of bin-

aural impulse responses and the impulse responses hîS,L
and hîS,R

are selected for the binaural

synthesis.

The binaural synthesis is done in the time domain and consists of a frame-wise filtering of

the reconstructed wideband signal x̂WB with the binaural impulse responses. To avoid filter

switching artifacts, a short crossfade between the filter coefficients in successive frames is used.
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Table 1 - Example bit allocation for the steganographic bitstream (40 bit per 20 ms = 2 kbit/s).

Parameter Symbol Dimension # bits

mean time envelope MT 1 5

mean-removed time envelope (1) TM
1 8 7

mean-removed time envelope (2) TM
2 8 7

mean-removed frequency envelope (1) FM
1 4 5

mean-removed frequency envelope (2) FM
2 4 5

mean-removed frequency envelope (3) FM
3 4 4

Azimuth ϕ 1 7

Elevation θ 1 0

Sum Σ 31 40

ϕ

Microphone Array
(e.g. Microsoft Kinect)

Transmission
w. Data Hiding

Standard

Enhanced
Decoder
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Figure 3 - Example application scenario: Conference with two external participants (downlink only).

5 Example Application Scenario

A typical application scenario for the proposed transmission system is illustrated in Figure 3. In

this conference setting, a microphone array isolates the active speaker. The respective speech

signal and the detected angle ϕ are supplied to the transmission system (see Figure 1). An

enhanced decoding unit which is aware of the hidden information can reproduce a binaural

wideband signal. In contrast, a standard decoder outputs plain narrowband telephone speech.

Note that the elevation θ is not used in this scenario, thus leaving room for a more accurate

representation of the azimuth angle ϕ .

The bit allocation of the steganographic bitstream which is used in the present scenario is shown

in Table 1. Apart from the 33 bits per 20 ms which are used for bandwidth extension, 7 bits

are reserved to encode the angle ϕ . The binaural impulse responses for the spatial rendering

in the present application are a subset from the continuous impulse response measurements

described in [5] and [2]. The subset consists of 127 pairs of impulse responses (addressed with

iS = 0, . . . ,126) covering the frontal half of the horizontal plane with an angular resolution of

1 degree between -36 and 36 degrees (with 0 degrees being directly in front) and a resolution

of 2 degrees between -90 and -38 as well as 38 and 90 degrees. This non-uniform resolution

was chosen due to the fact that the human hearing system exhibits a higher resolution in frontal

directions compared to lateral directions [3]. The remaining unused index value (iS = 127) can

be utilized to (temporarily) switch off the binaural rendering.
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6 Conclusions

The proposed system for binaural wideband communication provides a significantly enhanced

user experience compared to standard mobile telephony without compromising interoperability

with deployed transmission equipment. It has been shown that even low additional data rates

(e.g., 2 kbit/s), if economically used, suffice to introduce multiple additional features into a

speech communication system in a backwards compatible manner.
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